
WRITING A MEMOIR BOOK PROPOSAL

I'm deep in the thrill of starting a new project right now, an 80s memoir about houses. Last week, I was feeling really
good about how much I.

This does not have to be the first chapter, though it can be. Tip 4: Audience Who do you imagine your readers
are? Make your summary stand out. Then I waited. The more people who are thirsting to buy your book before
it is even published, the more likely it is to actually be published. To create the proposal properly, you must
know intimately the specifics of the story you plan to tell. What should I do? It aimed to do for gyms what
Kitchen Confidential did for restaurants. Some agents do not ask for memoir proposals because, like fiction,
memoir is fundamentally about narrative, storyline, characters, and voice. His was the gimlet eye going behind
the scenes and revealing all the dirty little secrets of such institutions as Crunch or Equinox or NY Sports
Club. So take heart! Tip 7: Manuscript Specifications What is your proposed book length? Ultimately I went
with the agent who moved quickly but the other agent was very understanding and encouraging. First, you
must establish what your book will be about. It was on the shelves at Target, people. The important thing is to
have each of the sections on its own line where you can check it off as you go along. If you fill this in, you
will be marked as a spammer. Two days later another agent asked for my full proposal. She has, however,
built her proposal completely online and I wonder if this is a newer trend. You may be able to discern this
when you are researching agents. I swear I almost died of happiness. This was a fascinating time-suck but
proved to be pretty useless as far as narrowing down prospective agents to query. Are there special
requirements such as book size, font styles, or sidebars that will help accentuate or illustrate your text? If
publishing a memoir is your goal, it's a good idea to write a proposal to sell your work. The good news is that
Dear Pamela is currently swamped with memoir coaching and her own writing for a new series of books. I
have finished the first draft of my memoir and am currently working on a Proposal for submission to agents.
To paint a portrait of your target audience , think as a marketer might, instead. Editor Patrick Price suggests
asking: Whose needs do you meet? This all sounds hopelessly difficult and discouraging. It then goes on to
reel the reader in through a double-punch of drama and mystery. Start with the proper format and structure to
increase your chance for publishing success. This part of the proposal will discuss the subject matter and
explain how it will develop over the course of the book. I found this example of a query letter that worked and
used it as a guide to craft my own. Explain why your book improves upon or differs from these similar works.
If you are confident in your writing abilities and the story of your life has yet to be published in a similar
memoir, read on for tips on constructing your proposal package. Tip 2: Summary The agent or publisher
quickly browses through piles of proposals. My suggestion, however, is to take time to prepare a thorough and
well-thought out proposal. For Lauren Slayton, a key part of hooking editors for her Little Book of Thin was
the fact that she has a Masters in Clinical Nutrition and has founded her own nutrition consulting business.


